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Abstract—This paper focuses on the items/users representation
in the domain of recommender systems. These systems compute
similarities between items (and/or users) to recommend new items
to users based on their previous preferences. It is often useful
to consider the characteristics (a.k.a features or attributes) of
the items and/or users. This represents items/users by vectors
that can be very large, sparse and space-consuming. In this paper,
we propose a new accurate method for representing items/users
with low size data structures that relies on two concepts: (1)
item/user representation is based on bloom filter vectors, and (2)
the usage of these filters to compute bitwise AND similarities
and bitwise XNOR similarities. This work is motivated by three
ideas: (1) detailed vector representations are large and sparse,
(2) comparing more features of items/users may achieve better
accuracy for items similarities, and (3) similarities are not only
in common existing aspects, but also in common missing aspects.
We have experimented this approach on the publicly available
MovieLens dataset. The results show a good performance in
comparison with existing approaches such as standard vector
representation and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD).

I. INTRODUCTION

The large amount of information on the Internet makes
it difficult for users to find exactly what they need. Rec-
ommender Systems (RS) analyse the interests of users and
present first the information in which they might be more
interested [1]. This dramatically reduces the amount of infor-
mation presented to user and delivers the correct information
to the correct users [2]. Hence, it attracted the interest from
many fields, such as e-commerce, service providers and media
services, with the aim of personalizing the users’ experience.

In this paper we focus on improving items/users repre-
sentation in the domain of recommender systems and within
the context of very large datasets and multiple resources. As in
other data based applications, such as Information Retrieval,
these systems compute similarities among items/users based
on the resources they have access to. However, these resources
can be very large, thus making the representation and descrip-
tion of items/users difficult to deal with in terms of sparsity and
space-consumption. Typically, data analysis systems reduce
data representation into a lower space thus reducing both
the sparsity and space complexity. However, reducing the data
description may affect the accuracy of the similarity measure.

In this research, we use a compressed yet high quality
data representation for items/users based on Bloom Filters.

A Bloom Filter (BF) is a bit structure that allows to represent
a set of elements in very low space [3]. To the best of our
knowledge, these filters have not been used in the field of
recommender systems and we believe that their properties can
be very beneficial. In addition, we propose a similarity model
based on these structures in order to address high quality rep-
resentations, sparsity and space-consumption issues. The main
advantage of this approach is that it hardly affect similarities
matching. In fact, this idea may expand the representation of
items/users by adding all possible resources and making very
detailed representations at a very low space complexity. The
motivation and the three following contributions are applied
to a recommendation process:

1) Bloom filters highly reduce the size of item representa-
tions while having a great number of features. This fact
involves a detailed items/users descriptions in a lower
space complexity;

2) Bloom filters allow a fast bitwise AND operation to
compare common features of items that we use to
compute an accurate similarity measure;

3) Item and user similarities are not only in common
features, but also in common missing features. To ad-
dress this issue, a bitwise XNOR similarity operation is
proposed and takes into account both common features,
and common missing features.

In the recommender systems literature, recommendation
techniques are usually classified into collaborative filtering,
content-based and hybrid methods [1]. These techniques ex-
ploit the interest of users, a.k.a. feedback or preferences, in
order to learn and adapt the recommendations. Moreover,
they may also use the characteristics of items/users, a.k.a.
features or attributes. Collaborative filtering techniques group
users according to their feedback and recommend items that
people from the same group of preferences have already liked
in the past [4], [5]. Content-based techniques use the items
features to compute items similarities and to recommend
similar items to the ones that the user preferred in the past. Yet,
it has to deal with big and heterogeneous data. Hybrid methods
combine both techniques to alleviate their drawbacks and to
enhance recommendations [6]. Thus, it increases the complex-
ity of the system.



In content-based and hybrid systems specifically, there is
a similarity computation process. For instance, in a movie
application, the features of a movie (considered as an item) can
be the genres, the actors, the directors, etc. This set of features
may be represented as a vector of features or keywords,
and thus, vector similarity methods can be computed [1].
The accuracy of the similarity will depend on the selected
features for comparison and will affect the recommendation.
For example, comparing two movies only by their genre, such
as comedy and drama, is less accurate than involving also their
actors in the similarity process.

Indeed, the number of features affect the similarity measure,
and generally the more attributes are used the better the ac-
curacy of the similarity is. However, new features may not
appear in other items, for instance, a new actor that has played
only in one movie, and increasing the number of features
increases the size of vectors that will eventually become very
large and sparse. Furthermore, increasing vector sizes makes
similarity computations slower. New tendencies in the field of
recommender systems favour adding heterogeneous data from
external sources, such as open data, Twitter and Facebook, in
order to better describe items/users [1], [7], [8]. However, this
could create very large heterogeneous vector of features and
render computations more difficult to handle.

Expert systems, modeling topic analysis, explanatory anal-
ysis or dimensional reduction models (such as Singular Value
Decomposition or Principle Component Analysis) are often
used to alleviate this space complexity. Indeed, these analysis
identify the most relevant features of the items in order to
reduce the vectors’ size. However, reducing features may
yield to a loss of quality in the item representation, and
consequently, in items similarity. Besides, the enormous size
of the datasets involves big memory resources and a very large
time analysis while building these models.

In our experimentations we use the MovieLens dataset and
IMDb database, which are publicly available [9]. The tests
have been performed for: (1) analysing the pertinence of
bloom filters in recommender systems, (2) enhancing the usage
of a bitwise AND similarity instead of the common vector
cosine/jaccard similarities and (3) using a bitwise XNOR
similarity. We compare our bloom filter item representation
against two models: a vector similarity model that uses all
available features and a dimension reduction technique based
on Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). The results show
that our approach highly reduces the size of vector repre-
sentations (97% per vector) while keeping a high fidelity in
item similarity (accuracy of 98%). In addition, it outperforms
the results of SVD and using the same space complexity
the bloom model outperforms item similarity accuracy.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section II gives
the related work in similarity processes applied to recom-
mender systems. Section III introduces the background and
the context for bloom filters and its application in rec-
ommender systems. In Section IV, the proposed similarity
model based on bloom filters is explained in details. In
Section V, the experimentation phase and the achieved results

are presented. We conclude and present the future work in
Section VI.

II. RELATED WORK

The most known recommendation techniques are collabora-
tive filtering, content-based and hybrid methods [1]. As men-
tioned previously, hybrid methods combine both techniques by
taking their advantages and alleviating their drawbacks [6]. In
fact, collaborative filtering has already demonstrated simplicity
and better accuracy than content-based, and thus, hybrid
methods may enhance these techniques by incorporating het-
erogeneous data.

The representation of items/users as a vector is very used
in content-based and hybrid method. This can be used also
in collaborative filtering methods. Indeed, in memory-based
collaborative filtering techniques, users are represented by
a vector of preferences where each dimension corresponds
to one item and each value is the degree of interest in this
item [4], [5], [10], [11]. Then in order to find out similar
users, correlations and similarities among these vectors are
performed. On the contrary, model-based collaborative fil-
tering is a new generation of techniques that makes vector
representation obsolete [5], [12]–[15]. Particularly, the Matrix
Factorization (MF) technique is widely extended due to its
accuracy, scalability and simplicity. It creates a reduced and
trained latent space model to explain future users’ preferences.
However, these techniques solely rely on the interest of users
in items. In content-based techniques, items are represented
by a vector of keywords/features [16]. Each dimension cor-
responds to one feature that the item may have or not.
For example, in the domain of movies an actor only plays
in a subset of movies. Hybrid methods may combine both
techniques to get stronger performance. Consequently, they
also exploit the feature of items/users and may use a vector
to represent them.

Some authors propose hybrid approaches to enhance rec-
ommender systems. In [17] authors propose a framework
to control the similarity (versus diversity) factor in a top-
K recommended items. They create ”trees of interests” that
allow creating a ”zoom-in” technique to see more items
of the same tree, which tend to be similar. Some other
tendencies in recommendations use semantic technologies,
like ontologies, to better describe users and items [7]. For
instance, in [18] and [19] the authors propose a hybrid method
to describe users and items through ontologies structures in
order to compute an inference similarity. In [6], the author
proposes to combine case-based reasoning recommendation
and a collaborative filtering technique. It studies the past items
and past user records to find, adapt or create new similar items
for the recommendation.

Other authors propose to incorporate more heterogeneous
data from external resources. In [20], authors use item-item
similarity based on the context in Wikipedia pages to compute
”artificial ratings” for an item. [21] characterizes economic
articles using attributes as keywords. Then, they compute arti-



cles cosine vector similarity regarding their keywords. Finally,
articles that match better with a user profile are recommended.

However, to deal with large number of features is com-
putationally expensive. In [22], authors propose to add de-
mographical and context information to the recommendation.
They create users and/or items demographic vectors in order
to represent information. If the dimension of these vectors is
too high, they reduce it by applying the SVD technique. A
cosine similarity method is later used to compute user and
item similarities. In [23] authors propose a different hybrid
method based on content-based and collaborative filtering. It
adds an item-similarity process to an item-based collaborative
filtering technique. This similarity uses semantic sources to
bring the attributes of items to the recommender context.
They create an item-attribute matrix where items express
the attributes they have. However, this matrix may be too noisy
and attributes may be correlated. Thus, the authors reduce it
by using SVD. This reduced matrix allows the creation of
an item-item matrix that represents items similarities. In [24]
the authors proposed a framework for collaborative filtering
that enhances the recommendation by analysing the implicit
interest of users in the features of the items. This approach
uses a Principle Component Analysis to reduce the features to
the relevant ones.

However, most similarity processes do not take all possible
or available attributes information into account. Larger number
of features may improve similarity, but computation might
become more expensive. In addition, approaches dealing with
space reduction or latent space models may lose information.
We propose to use a vector representation of items/users
based on bloom filters. This reduces the size of the vectors
and compute accurate and faster similarities. In addition, this
reduction may allow taking more features into consideration,
which helps to improve the similarity accuracy of the system.
Similar bloom filter usages have been implemented in other
applications. Recently, in [25] these filters have been applied to
create a fast, accurate and private plagiarism system that com-
pares the similarity among documents of different databases.
In [26] these filters have been used for web search field.
Typically web browsers return to users’ request top websites
which tend to be very similar. The authors propose to group
similar websites results in order to allow the return of other
diverse sites in the top results. In this paper we use these filters
in a real life application within the recommender systems
domain. In addition, we evaluate the accuracy of the bloom
filters representation by comparing it against vector similarity
methods and order reduction techniques.

III. BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

The concept of bloom filter was first introduced by Burton
H. Bloom in 1970 [27]. It has been used in many different
applications, such as databases queries or computer networks,
due to its memory-efficiency and fast-capabilities [3]. To
the best of our knowledge, this structure has not been used yet
in the field of recommender systems. In this section we explain

Fig. 1. Example of bloom filter. Initially the bloom filter is empty (bits set
to ”0”). Elements X, Y are inserted by hashing them and by setting adequate
bits to ”1”. One membership query for element X returns true, while for
a non-inserted element Z returns false.

bloom filters and we develop the problem of applying them
to represent items/users in a recommender system context.

A. Bloom Filter

A bloom filter is a bit-structure, which represents ”n”-
elements of the same set ”S” in a lower space of ”m”-bits [3].
Initially, the m-bits are set to ”0” representing the absence of
elements in the filter. Then, ”k”-independent hash functions
efficiently distribute the insertion of elements among the bit-
structure. This modifies the status of ”k” bits in the structure
(one bit for each hash function used). In other words, to insert
an element it is hashed to get the ”k”-positions of the structure
to set to ”1”.

Bloom filter structure allows fast membership queries. It
works as follows: the requested element is hashed with the ”k”
hash functions and the ”k” resulted indexes are checked
in the bit-structure. If any of these indexes is set to ”0”,
the bloom filter assures that the element has not been inserted.
When all indexes are set to ”1”, one can assume that the el-
ement has been inserted with an error probability called false
positive probability ”fp”. A false positive is the situation in
which a membership query returns that the element belongs to
the set, yet it actually does not. Nevertheless, the estimation of
this false positive ratio is possible and near-optimal parameters
may be computed [3]. A bloom filter example is shown in
Figure 1.

In addition, the intersection and the union of two filters, A
and B, are possible under two conditions: (1) the bits number
of A is equal to the bits number of B, and (2) they both
use the same hash functions. i.e m and k are equal in both
bloom filters. These properties will allow us to perform filter
comparisons and to develop our approach.

1) Near Optimal False Positive: As explained above, one
may assure that an element has not been inserted in the filter
if any of the associated indexes is set to ”0”. On the other
hand, the probability of a false positive can be estimated.



Indeed, the false positive ratio depends on three parameters:
(1) the quantity of expected insertions ”n”, (2) the size of
the bit structure ”m”, and (3) the number of hash functions
”k”. After all the ”n” elements have been inserted, some bits
in the structure remain set to ”0” but others are set to ”1”.
The probability that a specific bit is still zero is given by
Equation 1 [3].

p(bit = 0) =

(
1− 1

m

)kn

≈
(
e−kn/m

)
(1)

Moreover, the probability that a specific bit is set to one is
given by q(bit = 1) = 1− p(bit = 0). Thus, the false positive
probability is defined through this probability and the number
of hash functions1, as in Equation 2.

fp = q(bit = 1)k =

(
1−

(
1− 1

m

)kn)k

≈
(
1− e−kn/m

)k
(2)

Further efforts to find out near-optimal values for the false
positive ratio can demonstrate the existence of a global

minimum [3] for ”k”, k =
m · ln2
n

. In addition, ”m” can

be estimated by: m ≥ −n · log2(fp)
ln2

. Note that in a real
application ”k”, ”m” and ”n” are integer numbers. These
equations are used to build and initialize any bloom filter.

2) Intersection property: The intersection of two bloom
filters, BFA and BFA, aims to find common elements of
two different sets, SA and SB . One bit will be set to one
if: (1) the element belongs to the intersection of BFA and
BFB : (BFA ∩ BFB), or (2) this bit is set simultaneously
to one in BFA − BFA ∩ BFB and BFB − BFA ∩ BFB .
Indeed, it represents the AND operation of the two filters
A and B, and the result is a new bloom filter containing
their common insertions. Thus, the probability that a specific
bit is set to one in both filters is given by the simplified
Equation 3 [3] and the false positive of this intersection is
given by fp = q(bit = 1)k.

q(bit = 1) = 1− (1− 1

m
)k·|SA| − (1− 1

m
)k·|SB |

+ (1− 1

m
)k·(|SA|+|SB |−|SA∩SB |) (3)

3) Union property: The union of two bloom filters, BFA

and BFA, aims to join two different sets, SA and SB . This is
the OR operation of these filters and results in a new bloom
filter joining both filters. Therefore, the resulted filter union
represents a new set SA ∪ SB . It is possible to approximate
the size of the expected total insertion in a bloom filter [28].
Equation 4 shows this approximation, where card(X) denotes
the number of bits set to ”1” in the bloom filter ”X”. By
considering both Equations 4 and 2, it is possible to know
the false positive ratio of the union of two bloom filters.

1Assuming perfectly random hash functions

n∗ = −
m · ln

(
1− card(X)

m

)
k

(4)

B. Bloom Filters in Recommender Systems

For simplicity reasons and explanation purposes, we will
consider items representations using a case study in the domain
of movies. However, our approach remains applicable to any
other representation and domain.

As explained in the introduction, the description of items
can be very large due to the numerous resources, e.g. movies
genre, actors, directors, writer, locations and social network
tags. This is especially relevant in content-based and hybrid
recommendations, and thus we will focus on such techniques.
The increasing number of features has three important conse-
quences: (1) the huge size of vectors, (2) the high sparsity in
vectors, and (3) the time carried to perform operations among
vectors. Indeed, the number of features changes this similarity,
and generally the more attributes are used the better the quality
of the similarity is. In this vector representation, adding
features is equal to adding new dimensions to the vector.
However, new features may not appear in other items, which
increases sparsity in vectors. And finally, large dimensional
vectors make similarity computations slower.

To deal with such quantity of features, some authors propose
to perform a features selection which can be supported by
domain experts or by using explanatory analysis, such as
topic modelling, singular value decomposition or principle
component analysis. These techniques look for the most
relevant features of items in order to reduce the vectors’
size, hence reducing vectors sparsity as well. This reduces
the vector representation of items [23]. However, the item
similarity measure might suffer from a loss of accuracy
since less features have been taken into consideration for this
comparison. For example, comparing two movies only by their
genre is less accurate than involving actors in the similarity. It
is possible to argue that there is an upper bound while adding
features to describe items and to compare their similarity.
Thus, the quantity and quality of features could be studied
by analysing them semantically.

In very large datasets contexts, bloom filters can be ex-
tremely beneficial for both representing big sparse vectors
and performing fast similarity computations. On the one
hand, bloom filter highly reduces the size of item represen-
tations while not reducing their description, i.e. the number
of features. Contrary to current tendencies, this fact invites
to increase the features used for representations instead of
selecting/reducing features. On the other hand, the union and
intersection bloom filter properties make it easier to perform
filter comparisons, and thus one can create a fast similarity
measure based on these operations. We propose to use a fast
bitwise AND operation to compare common features of items.
The reduced size of filters and the fast bitwise operation im-
plies a fast similarity comparison while keeping high fidelity in
similarity comparisons. In addition a bitwise XNOR similarity



operation is proposed and takes into account not only common
features, but also common missing-features.

In the next section the item representation model based on
bloom filters is presented. The bloom filter model, a.k.a. bloom
model, as well as the way we use it for computing items
similarities are also detailed.

IV. BLOOM FILTER SIMILARITY MODEL

In this section, we develop the idea of a similarity model
based on bloom filters, the Bloom Filter Similarity Model
(a.k.a. Bloom Model). As long as these filters behaviours are
based on some parameters and probabilities, we analyse how
they affect the similarity process. In addition, comparisons and
references to the simple vector similarity model are also given.

One approach to represent items/users is to use a vector
of keywords/values of their attributes. As explained before,
vectors are large and sparse in big datasets. Some approaches
explained in the state of the art deal with this fact by
reducing or selecting features. Although, this may lead into
a loss of accuracy. In large datasets contexts, we propose to
use the bloom filter representations. Therefore, we propose
the following context definition:

Definition 1. Let SN be the set of all possible items features in
a database used in a similarity comparison, so that |SN | = N
is the number of features in this set. Moreover, let Si be the set
of active features of an item ”i”, and |Si| = n the number of
features in this set. As a consequence, Si ⊂ SN . In addition,
within this context we assume that n� N .

For instance, ”N” can be the total number of actors,
directors, editors and tags in a database. However, a single
movie only has ”n” of these features, a.k.a. active features.
Normally increasing the features in the database has more
impact over ”N” than over ”n”. Indeed, incorporating external
information increases the value of N , but only few items will
increase their active entries ”n” significantly. Thus, vector
representations are larger and sparser.

Under these assumptions, we propose the usage of bloom
filters for representing items/users as a set of features. Indeed,
a bloom filter is a low-size hashed binary vector representing
a huge set of elements. Therefore, one item is only represented
by one bloom filter and this filter will contain all the ”n”
active features for this item. Figure 2 represents the difference
between the vector similarity model and the bloom model.

Knowing this context, it is possible to build the bloom
filters adequately. As explained in Section III-A, one has four
parameters to take into account while building a bloom filter:
the false positive ratio fp, the number of hash functions k,
the size of the bit-structure m and the number of expected
insertions n.

On the one hand, items and features are known a priori
in a recommender application (the dynamic and incremental
situations are later introduced in this section). In this case, as
one item is represented by one filter, the number of expected
insertions (active features) for this item is also known and
represented as n . On the other hand, in a bloom model all

Fig. 2. Vector Similarity Model versus Bloom Filter Similarity Model

the built filters need the same hash functions k and the same
size m. As explained in the last section, these conditions
allow to perform operations between bloom filters (OR/AND
operations). Thus, given n and fixed m and k: (1) the false
positive fp increases in each insertion of an element, and (2)
the maximum false positive fpmax is given by the maximum
insertions n.

However, the items may not have the same expected number
of active features. In order to keep the maximum desired false
positive fpmax in the bloom model, it is necessary to look
for the item which contains the maximum number of active
features nmax. Then, one builds every filter according to nmax,
m and k. This is the necessary condition to use a bloom
filter similarity model. In the following sections, we discuss
the operations to perform a similarity measure based on the
item bloom filter representations.

A. Trade-Offs

The bloom model clearly depends on the parameters of
bloom filters. In fact, the intersection and union of two filters
are bit-to-bit operations over which the parameters m (bloom
filter size) and k (number of hash functions) have relevant
impacts. Our similarity model relies on these properties, and
similarity matchings are affected by these parameters, and
in general, by the resulted false positive of filters. In this
section we explain the trade-offs of using different parameter
configurations and the impact on the false positive similarity.

The size m of a bloom filter affects the false positive
probability. Larger filter sizes reduce the probability of taking
a specific bit (1/m). Therefore, the false positive is reduced.
The number of hash functions k has also a great impact on
the false positive probability. Higher values may reduce rapidly
the false positive, but they will quickly fill up the bloom filter.
In addition, this parameter particularly affects a bit-to-bit sim-
ilarity. In fact, the number of shared bits per insertion (m/kn)
should be reduced. As long as insertions are associated to
k-bits in the bloom filter, higher values in a fixed filter size



Fig. 3. AND intersection of two bloom filters. BFA contains two inserted
elements: X1 and X3.BFB contains two inserted elements: X2 and X3. Thus,
the intersected filter contains only one inserted element: X3.

makes it easier for elements to share some bits positions. As
a result, a true similarity match is more complicated to find.

This m and k trade-off can be seen as a space-time trade-off.
Space is represented by the size of the filter. On the contrary,
k is the number of hash function to execute, and hence, higher
values entail more time-consumption. Thus, correctly choosing
these parameters is crucial in order to have a good performance
in a bloom similarity model. However, the choices depend on
the requirements of the application and the size of datasets.
One suggested approach may be to use larger filters with fewer
hash functions to improve similarity matchings in fast bit-to-
bit comparisons.

B. Bitwise AND Similarity

The intersection of two bloom filters performs a bitwise
AND operation between two filters (section III-A2) to find
out common insertions in both bloom filters. Intuitively, one
element which is inserted into two different bloom filters will
activate the same bits positions in both structures. Figure 3
gives an example to represent this fact. Thus, we define
a bitwise AND similarity as:

Definition 2. The AND similarity between two items, A and
B, represented by two bloom filters, BFA = ~a and BFB = ~b,
is given by:

sim(A,B) = card(~a ∩~b) = ~a ·~b

In our case, filters represent items and insertions are their
active features. Due to the fewer size of filter vectors and
the fast bitwise AND operation, one can rapidly compare
the similarity of two very large item descriptions. This measure
might replace the typical vector comparisons based on cosine
or jaccard measures in recommender systems.

Equation 3 represents the probability that a specific bit
is set to one in an intersected filter. Although, this can be
reduced by considering the condition for the bloom model:
every filter is built with same the parameters nmax, m and k.
Filter A represents a set SA, where |SA| = nA is the number
of inserted elements. Similarly, filter B represents a set SB ,
where |SB | = nB . Therefore, one may apply that we know
the maximum expected insertions: nmax = nA = nB . More-
over, this limits the maximum cardinality of the intersection,
since |SA ∩ SB | ≤ nmax. As a consequence, the probability
that a specific bit is set to one in both filters is given by :

Fig. 4. Negation of a Bloom Filter (BF). Element X1 is inserted in BFA.
Elements X2 and X3 are not inserted in BFA. The negation of BFA, BFA,
contains the element X2 and does not contain the element X1. Yet, X3 is not
inserted because it shares a bit with an element which is inserted in BFA.

q(bit = 1) =
(
1− (1− 1

m
)k·nmax

)
Thus, we define the maximum error in the similarity

(a.k.a false positive similarity) in Equation 5. Note that this
error highly depends on k, due to the bit-to-bit comparisons.

fp = q(bit = 1)k =
(
1− (1− 1

m
)k·nmax

)k

(5)

C. Negating a Bloom Filter

Negating a bloom filter will help us to perform and explain
the XNOR similarity measure. Theoretically, the negation of
a filter BFA (BFA) results in another filter where each entry
takes the complementary value of BFA. Thus BFA might
only contain the non-inserted elements of BFA. However,
due to the k hash functions, insertions may share at most
k-bits in the filter BFA. Therefore, negating a bloom filter
has two consequences: (1) inserted elements will appear as
non-inserted elements, and (2) non-inserted elements may
appear as inserted elements only if all their k indexes are
set to 0. Otherwise, non-inserted elements also appear as
non-inserted in the negated filter. This fact is represented
in Figure 4. However, this problem might be minimized by
reducing the number of shared bits per element (m/kn). In
addition, since the number of bits set to 1 has changed,
the false positive of A also changes. Yet, it is given by
the probability that a specific bit is zero in the original filter:
fp = p(bit = 0)k (Equation 1).

D. Bitwise XNOR Similarity

Typically, similarity methods measure the intersection of
elements. The AND intersection takes common-inserted el-
ements of two sets into account. That is, given two sets,
SA = {x1, x3} and SB = {x2, x3}, the intersection of both
sets is SA ∩ SB = {x3}. However, sets SA and SB have
more in common than this intersection. Actually, the element
x4 is not in any of these sets, and hence, x4 is a common
non-inserted element.

As a consequence, we propose to go further in the similarity
by considering also the common non-inserted elements. In
fact, this similarity in common-insertions and common



Fig. 5. XNOR intersection of two bloom filters BFA and BFB . BFA

contains two inserted elements: X1 and X3. BFB contains other two inserted
elements: X2 and X3. Thus, the XNOR operation will result in common
inserted elements and common non-inserted elements: X3 and X4.

Fig. 6. Representation of how the XOR and XNOR operations can be
extracted from AND and OR operations.

missing-insertions is the bitwise XNOR operation between
two filters. This bit operation sets to one the bits which
have similar bit-status. Notice that it is also necessary that
every filter is built with the same parameters nmax, m and k.
Figure 5 shows this operation.

Indeed, the XNOR operation between items A and B,
represented by two sets, SA and SB , is the union of two AND
operations: XNOR(A,B) = SA ∩ SB ∪ SA ∩ SB . Figure 6
graphically shows a set oriented XNOR and its complement
XOR operation.

We can observe that XNOR similarity is composed of
two AND similarities: common-inserted elements similarity
and common-non-inserted elements similarity. Thus, we can
compute separately these two AND similarities (explained in
the bitwise AND similarity) and merge them. In addition, we
propose to weight such similarities by using the weight α.

Definition 3. The XNOR similarity between two items, A and
B, represented by two bloom filters, BFA = ~a and BFB = ~b,
and with a weight of α is given by:

sim(A,B) = α · card(~a ∩~b) + (1− α) · card(~a ∩~b)

= α · ~a ·~b+ (1− α) · ~a ·~b

By varying α, one might avoid the effect of too many
common non-insertions in the second part of the similarity.
Note that if α = 1, this measure becomes the AND bitwise
similarity measure explained above.

It is possible to argue that two items may have infinite com-
mon non-inserted elements. For instance, a rock and a paper
do not have a priori common properties, hence the similarity
could be potentially infinite. However, it does not mean they
are as similar as an orange and a mandarin can be, and indeed
they also have infinitely uncommon features. Thus, a dataset
containing rock, paper, orange and mandarin may represent
a problem for this measure. Yet, this fact does not happen
when the domain of recommendation is fixed and the features
to use are limited. In case of multiple recommendation do-
mains, a semantic analysis can be performed in order to limit
the features.

The false positive similarity can be also computed.
For simplicity, let’s consider the complementary probability
P (XOR) = 1− P (XNOR) (fact shown in Figure 6):

P (XOR) = P (BFA) + P (BFB)− P (BFA ∩BFB)

Where P (BFA) and P (BFB) are the already known prob-
abilities that a specific bit is still one, q(bit = 1) = 1−p(bit =
0) in filters BFA and BFB , as explained in section III-A1.
Moreover, P (BFA∩BFB) is the probability that a specific bit
is set to one in both filters, explained in section III-A2. Taking
into account the bloom model condition n = nmax, one may
apply that q(bit = 1) = P (A) = P (B) = P (A ∩ B). Hence,
the probability that a specific bit is set to one in the final re-
sulted vector in the XOR operation is P (XOR) = q(bit = 1).
As a result, the probability that a specific bit is set to one in
the XNOR operation is:

P (XNOR) = 1− q(bit = 1) =

(
1− 1

m

)k·nmax

(6)

Thus, the false positive similarity is given by P (XNOR)k.
Operations between identical filters are a singular case. Since
all possible elements are represented, this operation results in
a totally full vector of 1 being the highest similarity. Hence,
membership queries return always true.

E. Shortcomings and solutions

In this section we have explained a very simple case of
representing items based on the standard definition of bloom
filters, where we have supposed a static dataset. In fact, when
new features need to be taken into consideration the number of
insertions raises. However, the current bloom filter parameters
(size ”m” and hash functions ”k”) can not face such raise
and yield to a false positive raise as well. Indeed, these
parameters cannot be modified, hence when new features are
added to the system all bloom filters need to be re-built
according to new parameters. In addition, standard bloom
filters do not count the number of insertions of the same
element, if necessary. Thus, these filters can not be compared
to frequency vectors.

In fact, these situations correspond to static versus dynamic
datasets and binary versus frequency vector representations.
In our model we use standard bloom filters for simplicity



and explanation, yet these drawbacks can be addressed by
other bloom filter approaches. On the one hand, dynamic
datasets are possible to model by using dynamic/scalable
bloom filters [29], [30]. The main idea is that a scalable bloom
filter is formed by one or more bloom filters. Thus, these
filters are built by blocks, and hence by adding new blocks to
the filter one may add a new set of features. As a consequence,
this avoid to re-build the bloom model when new features are
added. In addition, similar probability inductions given in this
section can be applied to scalable and dynamic probabilities,
and thus our bloom model remains possible in these cases. On
the other hand, counting insertions is possible as well by using
counting bloom filters [3]. These filters contains new bit-sets
to count the insertions performed. Thus, if one insertion has
been made several times, filters may approximate the counting.
As a result, one may compare counting filters to frequency
vectors, with more complexity. Other variances of bloom filters
deal with extra compression [3].

In this paper we consider using standard bloom filters due to
the nature of our dataset and experimentations, in order to have
an easy comparable dataset and reproducible experimentations.
This may be complicated in other dynamic circumstances, e.g.
bloom filters in very large datasets using multiple resources,
where non public datasets are accessible.

V. EXPERIMENTATION

In our experimentations, we use the publicly availables
MovieLens dataset and IMDb database, both used in the rec-
ommendation field. An already merged dataset is given by
GroupLens [9]. The dataset is composed of 2113 users, 10197
items, 855598 ratings, 6 features and 104957 possible different
values, which are all the available features used to describe
our items. In this experimentation we only focus on similarity
tasks. We aim at comparing the performance of the bloom
model against two other models namely: a vector model2 and
an order reduction model. The former uses a binary/boolean
representation of an item. It takes into account all available
features. The latter tries to reduce the size of features by
performing a SVD analysis. These three models are compared
taking four factors into consideration: (1) size, compression
or space complexity, (2) operation time and model time,
(3) the similarity fidelity of the AND measure, and (4)
the similarity accuracy of the XNOR measure. The results and
the bloom model may be used by recommenders to improve
item representations by reducing the size of vector descriptions
and by adding new features not taken yet into account.

This section goes through two kinds of tests. On the one
hand, we aim to prove that the filter similarities in bloom
model are close to the ones computed by vector similarities
(using cosine or jaccard measures) in the vector model.
On the other hand, we aim to prove the pertinence of bloom
filters in recommender systems. Hence, we compare the accu-
racy in the response of the system to several top-K similarities.

2We use typical vector definition. Highlight that sparse map implementation
of vectors may reduce space complexity, yet it increases programming and
time complexity in terms of vector similarities.

TABLE I
OPTIMAL BLOOM FILTERS.

Bloom Filter n fp k m
bloom 0.2 237 0.2 3 794
bloom 0.1 237 0.1 4 1136
bloom 0.01 237 0.01 7 2272
bloom 0.001 237 0.001 10 3408

For example, the system retrieves the top 5, 10, 20, 50, 100,
150, 200, 300 and 500 most similar elements to a given one.
Notice that a simple top 20 or top 50 is enough in most of
recommendation contexts. Then, we compare if the similarity
models return similar top-K items.

The results show that the bloom model reduces the size of
vectors up to 97%, keeping a similarity accuracy of 98%. In
addition, bloom model outperforms feature reduction methods
in terms of similarity fidelity and time performance.

A. Bloom Filter Representation

As explained before, items/users might be represented by
vectors of attributes. Typically, these vectors may become
too large and sparse depending on the available features.
Some authors deal with this problem by reducing the quantity
of features in the representation of items. Hence, a feature
selection or a dimensional reduction analysis are performed.
These choices might cause a loss of item description, and
thus, a loss of accuracy in item similarities. Bloom filters
have the capacity of representing large sets in low space. This
fact allows to fully describe items/users through all available
features by using a low space structure.

1) Trade-Off: Compression and Time Analysis: The exper-
imentation dataset has 104957 available features, hence item
vector size is N = 104957. However, the number of active
entries in these big vectors is very reduced. In fact, the item
3246 has the maximum number of active entries over all items,
n = nmax = 237 (notice that nmax << N ). This shows
the minimum sparsity of a vector and the worst bloom filter
case (due to the maximum inserted entries).

In order to reduce the size of the vectors and still keep items
representation and items similarities, we use bloom filters. The
goal is to get bloom filter sizes fewer than N , thus m < N .
Two different cases have been tested:

(1) Optimal bloom filters in Table I are built by fixing both
maximum insertions nmax and the desired false positive fp.
Notice that in the case of using a false positive of 0.001 we
obtained 3408 bits, which represents almost 3% of N , thus
around 97% of size reduction. This tiny false positive and
reduced space is given by the 10 hash functions.

(2) Non-Optimal bloom filters in Table II are built by fixing
insertions (n), filter size (m) and hash functions (k). In this
case, the m and k values have been chosen by varying the last
optimal computed bloom filter (m = 3408 and k = 10). Notice
that for the same false positive 0.001, we obtained a size of
7000 bits, which represents almost 6% of N by only using 3
hash functions.



TABLE II
NON OPTIMAL BLOOM FILTERS

Bloom Filter n fp k m
bloom M3000K3 237 0.01 3 3000
bloom M3000K4 237 0.005 4 3000
bloom M7000K3 237 0.001 3 7000
bloom M7000K4 237 0.00026 4 7000

TABLE III
VECTOR AND BLOOM MODELS TRADE-OFFS.

Item Representation VM OPM NOPM
Size (bits) 104957 3408 7000
Hash Functions - 10 3
Building model (sec) 6.58 8.94 8.32
AND Similarity (ms) - 0.001 0.003
XNOR Similarity (ms) - 0.004 0.006
Reconstruction (ms) - 127.28 141.27
Jaccard Similarity (ms) 0.4 2.6 2.3

Actually, the more hash functions are used, the less false
positive error one achieves. However, the filter fills more
quickly as well, and thus, cardinal similarities (such as AND
or XNOR similarities) might fall into similarity-mistakes. In
addition, the more hash functions to perform, the slower is
the system. On the contrary, increasing the size of filters better
distribute hashed insertions but more space is needed.

Table III shows interesting comparisons in terms of space
and time-consumption. The machine used is a MacOS 4Go
RAM with 2 cores (2.53GHz). Three models are compared:
Vector Model (VM), Optimal Bloom Model (OPM) and Non-
Optimal Bloom Model (NOPM). To build vectors and filters,
a database access was required. Query time was around 200 ms
(not included in these results). One may observe that building
bloom model takes extra time due to the hash functions,
however, this is acceptable as there is a high space reduction.
In addition, operations among bloom models can perform
faster due to two facts: (1) bitwise operation are faster than
jaccard/cosine similarities, and (2) bitsets are smaller.

Moreover, it might be interesting to reconstruct a vector
from a bloom filter to compare vector and bloom models under
the same conditions and similarities. Reconstruction time is
given by the features loading (140 ms) and the features hashing
(145 ms), which are performed only once. Then, a single
vector reconstruction is created by querying filters. This is
also shown in Table III.

2) Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) model: SVD is
a factorization model that decomposes the big matrix in
three smaller matrices (left-eigenvectors, eigenvalues and right
eigenvectors) in such a way that the multiplication of the three
is an approximation of the original big matrix. By using this,
the rank of the big matrix may be reduced by decreasing
the matrix sparsity as well.

We applied SVD to the set of items-features to reduce
sparsity and to find an accurate reduced matrix representation.
We compared this model against the vector model and bloom
model in terms of data compression and fidelity in item

similarities. To have a fair comparison between SVD and
bloom models, the rank of the SVD matrix should not be
above the 300 non-zero eigenvalues due to the data precision
of the matrix: each eigenvalue has double precision by using
a 32 bits representation. Thus the total rank representation may
use 9600 bits, which is already larger than the 7000 bits of
our biggest bloom filter.

The comparisons of our bloom model were stopped due to
two facts: (1) the large dataset made the SVD model very
timely expensive, and (2) the item similarities that one may
achieve by using the reduced SVD model were not accurate.
Indeed, the items-features matrices are so sparse that the SVD
can not find a very low rank model. This may be solved by
increasing the rank of the matrix, yet the bloom model have
already demonstrated very good similarity fidelity in a much
more reduced item space representation.

B. Fidelity of the AND similarity

In this section we evaluate the accuracy of the AND
Similarity measure. This computes the similarity between two
bloom filters, and thus two items, by performing the bitwise
AND operation. First, the AND bitwise operations among
filters (two by two) is performed. There are two ways to exploit
such results: the cardinality representation and the set repre-
sentation of the bloom filter. The former compares two filters
by using their bit-set vectors. It is fast but it highly depends
on low values of k. The latter compares two filters by their
set representation. In fact, it reconstructs the AND intersected
bloom filter into a N dimensional vector by querying it. Hence,
it is slower, yet it allows to compare bloom model and vector
model similarities under the same conditions, since items in
both models are represented as vectors of dimension N. In this
section we will use both set and cardinality representations of
the bloom filter.

On the one hand, we reconstruct the set representation
of the resulted AND operation. The first test aims to check
whether the bloom model is loyal to the similarity degree of
items. Hence, we compare item similarities in both models:
vector similarity model (using jaccard similarity) and bloom
similarity model (using AND bitwise similarity). We focus on
item 3426 which has more active features, and thus the bloom
filter with more insertions. This is our worst case comparison,
since it is more likely to have bits conflicts in a filter
comparison. Figure 7 shows the degree of similarity of both
approaches. It demonstrates the high fidelity in the similarity
of the bloom model (case bloom 0.001 in Table I) while
reproducing the vector model jaccard similarity.

On the other hand, one can use the cardinality of the resulted
bloom filter intersection. Thus, the hash functions k highly
affect this similarity due to the shared bits of insertions.
Figure 8 shows an optimal bloom filter case where the high
value of k causes the points sparsity. In fact, high values of
k associate inserted elements to more number of bits. Thus, it
makes difficult it to do comparisons based on the cardinality
of the intersection. Increasing m and decreasing k the bloom
filter fills up slowly with insertions, and thus better cardinality



Fig. 7. Degree of Similarity of the item 3246 with several items. Bloom Filter
(n=237, fp=0.001) has been reconstructed into a vector of size N .

Fig. 8. Bloom Filter (m=3408, k=10). Trade-Off for a Bloom Similarity
Model.

comparisons are possible as shown in Figure 10. Finally,
in Figure 11 we made a zoom over few values in the last
configuration to better appreciate these values.

Similarity models can be loyal while reproducing such item
similarities, yet tiny differences may have big differences in
top-K comparisons. We aim to compare the capacity to find
out the K-most similar items. Thus, we request the vector
similarity model to return several top-5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 150,
200, 300 and 500 most similar items by using the jaccard
similarity. The goal of the bloom filter similarity model is to

Fig. 9. Bloom Filter (m=7000, k=4). Trade-Offs for a Bloom Similarity
Model.

Fig. 10. Bloom Filter (m=7000, k=3). Trade-Off for a Bloom Similarity
Model.

reproduce such tops: the same items should appear in both tops
(in this test the order of items is not taken into account). As
a result, by comparing tops, one knows the correct presence
of items (True Positive (TP)), the correct absence of items
(True Negative (TN)), and the errors (False Negative (FN)
and False Positive (FP)). As a consequence, the accuracy of
the system is defined by Equation 7:

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN
(7)

The values for this accuracy vary between 0 and 1, where



Fig. 11. Zoom Bloom Filter (m=7000, k=3). Trade-Off for a Bloom Similarity
Model.

Fig. 12. Accuracy of the Bloom Filter Similarity Model against the Vector
Similarity Model. Bloom Filters with fewer false positive values achieve better
accuracy in tops comparisons.

the value of 1 is the highest possible accuracy.
In order to compare both similarity models under the same

conditions, we reconstruct the bloom filter representations into
vector representations of size N . As the bloom filter model
depends on the false positive of bloom filters, the comparisons
are done over the cases in Table I. Figure 12 shows the results
for these tops comparisons. Notice that bloom filter represen-
tations may achieve almost a perfect accuracy fidelity in very
reduced sizes. In fact, the bloom filter with a false positive of
0.001 and 3408 bits achieves an almost perfect score in these
presented top similarities.

C. The XNOR similarity

In this section we use a XNOR Similarity measure in order
to compare items. This measure shows common insertions in

Fig. 13. Accuracy of the Bloom Filter Similarity Model against the Vector
Similarity Model. This similarity uses the XNOR operation.

two bloom filters, but it also shows the features that likely
have not been inserted in any of the bloom filters. That is,
common insertions and common non-insertions. In this test
we compare whether the bloom model correctly find similar
items by using this XNOR operation. For this purpose, we
first compute the XNOR operation in vector models. Then,
we compare this to the XNOR operation in the bloom filter
similarity model.

The comparisons are performed by reconstructing bloom
filters as vectors of N dimensions. As the bloom model
depends on the false positive of bloom filters, the comparisons
are done over the cases shown in Table I. The XNOR similarity
equally balances the similarity of common insertions and
common non-inserted elements. That is, α = 0.5. However,
one may change the weight in this similarity by giving more
relevancy to one aspect or another, e.g. giving more relevancy
to common inserted elements versus common non-inserted
elements. By doing this, results tend to approach the AND
similarity measure.

The evaluation is again made in terms of accuracy. We
compare both XNOR top-K looking for the presence and
the absence of items among the top-K. The results of this
similarity is shown in Figure 13. One may see how the bloom
model correctly finds the same similarities given by the vector
model in much fewer sizes.

VI. CONCLUSION

The items/users in recommender systems techniques, such
as content-based and hybrid methods, are usually represented
by a large set of features [1]. Hence, it is possible to compute
similarities among items/users that will help to achieve perti-
nent recommendations. However, the accuracy of the similarity
depends on the selected features and their number. Generally,
the more features are used the better the similarity might
be. In addition, items’ features are typically represented by
vectors, which are large and sparse. Hence, increasing vectors’
sizes makes similarity computations slower. We propose in this
paper a new method for representing the items/users based on



bloom filters that allows to: considerably improve the space
complexity, to perform faster bitwise operations and to keep
the fidelity in the similarity among items.

This paper is focused on three aspects: (1) the reduction
capacity of bloom filters in a recommender system context,
(2) the usage of AND operations as a similarity measure in
bloom filters to consider common insertions, and (3) the usage
of XNOR operations as a similarity measure that takes into
account not only common inserted items, but also common
non-inserted items.

The experimentations performed on a public dataset [9]
show that the bloom filter representation highly reduces
the size of vector representations (94-97% per vector) while
keeping a high fidelity in the item similarity (accuracy of 98%)
in comparison with standard approaches.

Finally, new experimentations to evaluate the impact of
the AND and the XNOR bloom similarities in a real recom-
mender systems are on-going. The current experimentations
are limited by the dataset which contains 6 features and
104957 possible different values to describe items. However,
we aim to test it on extremely large datasets. Therefore,
the future work focus on: (1) to study the effect of these
similarities in a complete recommendation context, (2) to
analyse the trade-off between similarity accuracy and features
bounds, (3) to test on larger and heterogeneous datasets, and
(4) to study the scalability of the similarity based on bloom
filters. In addition, other bloom filters, such as counting bloom
filter and dynamic bloom filters, are part of future experiments.
Those are all important tasks in recommender systems in
order to improve recommendations and to make these systems
more scalable.
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